We propose a new method for improving the presentation of subtitles in video (e.g., TV and movies). With conventional subtitles, the viewer has to constantly look away from the main viewing area to read the subtitles at the bottom of the screen, which disrupts the viewing experience and causes unnecessary eyestrain. Our method places on-screen subtitles next to the respective speakers to allow the viewer to follow the visual content while simultaneously reading the subtitles. We use novel identification algorithms to detect the speakers based on audio and visual information. Then the placement of the subtitles is determined using global optimization. A comprehensive usability study indicated that our subtitle placement method outperformed both conventional fixed-position subtitling and another previous dynamic subtitling method in terms of enhancing the overall viewing experience and reducing eyestrain.
INTRODUCTION
Subtitles are necessary for television programs, movies and other visual media for people with hearing impairments to help them understand and follow the dialog. Translated subtitles are necessary for media in a foreign language that is not dubbed to help viewers understand the spoken dialog. Subtitling is also useful for learning foreign languages.
Conventionally, the position of the subtitles is in a fixed location such as at the bottom of the screen. Humans can see objects within their field of vision but can only read text clearly in a narrow vision span. This vision span is an angular span (vertically and horizontally) of approximately 6 degrees of arc, which yields a region with a diameter of 5.23cm when viewed from 50cm away (Figure 1) [Rayner 1975; McConkie et al. 1989; Just and Carpenter 1987; Wikipedia 2012] . The conventional location of subtitles at the bottom of the screen means that to follow both the facial expression of speakers and the subtitles, the viewer has to constantly move their eye gaze between the main viewing area and the bottom of the screen, leading to a high level of eyestrain. Fig. 1 . Limited vision span of human eyes. The human vision span is an angular span of 6 degrees of arc both vertically and horizontally, which yields a region with a diameter of 5.23cm when viewed from 50cm away. Considerable effort has been made to enable the viewer to understand conversations through better presentation of the spoken dialog. In comics, the word balloon construction and layout of the graphics are techniques used to achieve this goal [Kurlander et al. 1996; Chun et al. 2006 ]. Word balloon layouts in comics are used to help readers better visualize the written dialog, and the layout is carefully arranged to ensure that the flow of the story is clear (Figure 2 (a) and 2(b)). The previous work by Hong et al. [2010] is the first and only research that extends these concepts to enhance the accessibility of videos by placing on screen subtitles next to the respective speaker (Figure 2(c) ).
In this article, we will analyze the placement of subtitles so the viewer can comfortably follow the video content and subtitles simultaneously, which enhances the viewing experience. We will improve on the work by Hong et al. [2010] in two main aspects. We present a new speaker detection algorithm to accurately detect the speakers based on visual and audio information. An efficient optimization algorithm is then used to place the subtitle based on a number of factors. The framework of our approach is shown in Figure 3 .
To summarize, the contributions of this article are:
-the development of an automatic end-to-end system for subtitle placement for TV/movies;
Speaker-Following Video Subtitles 32:3 Fig. 3 . Our framework consists of two main components: 1) speaker detection; and 2) smart subtitle placement.
-a new algorithm for effectively detecting speakers based on visual and audio information; -an efficient optimization algorithm for determining appropriate locations to place subtitles.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in Section 2. The problem formulation and the whole framework are introduced in Section 3. Experiments results are presented in Section 4, followed by conclusions and future works in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
The work of Hong et al. [2010] is the first and only previous research to study how dynamically placed subtitles can enhance video accessibility for the hearing impaired. The speaker is determined by examining lip motion features and then subtitles are placed in a nonsalient region (based on a saliency map) around the speaker. Their usability study showed that their method effectively improved video accessibility for viewers with hearing impairments. We have extended this work to improve video subtitling and enhance viewing experience. First, we developed a new algorithm for improving speaker detection accuracy. The method is based on both visual and audio information rather than using only lip motion because other people in the scene may also be moving their lips. Second, the subtitles are positioned using an optimization procedure that takes several factors into consideration, including absence of speakers, cross-frame coherence, and screen layout. The combined use of these factors has proven to be more robust than using image saliency alone.
Speaker detection in video is an active research topic. Speaker diarization is the problem of determining "who spoke when" based on audio signals [Anguera Miro et al. 2012 ]. The problem of speech recognition based on visual information has been studied by Gordan et al. [2002] and Saenko et al. [2004 Saenko et al. [ , 2005 . Visual and audio data are often used together in speaker localization [Nock et al. 2003; Potamianos et al. 2003 ]. Generally speaking, methods based on training data are more accurate but are more time-consuming. Out of efficiency consideration, we developed a method without involving a training process but still achieved robust detection results because of our use of several novel features and cues.
Subtitle placement has been previously investigated by Kurlander et al. [1996] and Chun et al. [2006] in their work on word balloon layouts in comics. Their methods are focused on handling single frames and so cannot easily be extended to video subtitles because they cannot ensure cross-frame coherence. In contrast, our approach employs a comprehensive optimization procedure to ensure cross-frame coherence to improve video subtitle presentation. Fig. 4 . Two examples of subtitle segments. A subtitle segment has three parts: the segment index (the first line), the timing information of the segment (the second line), and the words spoken in this segment (the third line). The first subtitle segment is for one speaker and the second subtitle segment for two speakers.
METHODOLOGY

Problem Formulation
Given a video (TV, movie, etc.) and its subtitle (caption) file as input, our goal is to generate the same video but with the subtitles positioned next to their corresponding speakers to provide better viewing experience. Our method consists of two main components: 1) speaker detection; and 2) optimization of subtitle positions. The workflow of the method is shown in Figure 3 .
Preliminaries
The subtitle file is a text file in SRT format consisting of subtitle segments that contain the spoken lines and timing information. Time information provides only an approximate time interval during which the subtitle are shown on the video screen. Since this interval is always longer than the speaking time with extra time added at the beginning and the end. The input video consists of video segments corresponding the timing information in the subtitle file. Those video segments that have corresponding subtitle segments are called speaking video segments, while the others called nonspeaking video segments. Figure 4 shows an example of two consecutive subtitle segments. A subtitle segment may contain lines from more than one speaker, as in the second example. The first example in Figure 4 corresponds to one speaking video segment, while the second example to two speaking video segments for two speakers.
We will explain next how to process all the speaking video segments for speaker detection and optimization of subtitle placement.
Speaker Detection
For each speaking video segment, we perform the speaker detection procedure to detect the speakers. The workflow for speaker detection is shown in light blue in Figure 3 . Our strategy is to initially detect the faces and combine them to form face tracklets. We examine all the face tracklets to determine the speaker for a given subtitle segment. The details of each step are discussed in the following text.
3.3.1. Face Tracking. We first detect faces using the OpenCV frontal + profile Viola-Jones face detector [Viola and Jones 2004] . Then these detected faces are linked using a low-level association approach to obtain face tracklets, following Kuo et al. [2010] . Regions with similar positions, sizes and appearances are linked. These low level tracklets are further linked into final face tracklets if their size, appearance and coherent direction of movement are very similar to each other.
Face detections are not directly used for face tracking because matching the appearances of faces is extremely challenging due to similar colors, expressions, poses of different faces, in addition to lighting changes and motion blur [Zhang et al. 2003 ]. Therefore, the clothing appearance has been used as additional cues for matching the same face [Jaffré et al. 2004] . Previous works show that face tracking in certain conditions, where matching is not possible based on face appearance alone, can be overcome by matching clothing appearances [Everingham et al. 2006 ]. This improvement is mainly due to the richer texture variety of clothing compared to faces. Hence, we incorporated clothing appearance in our face tracking algorithm and found that this improved the performance significantly. The bounding boxes of clothing are extracted according to the localization and the scale of the detected faces. We estimate the clothing appearance in an area under the face at a distance of 0.2 * face height. The size of this rectangular clothing area is proportional to the face area with a width 2d and height 1.5d, where d is the width of the face. Examples are given in Figure 5 . We chose these coefficients from the best fitting of the box in learning images.
Speaker Detection.
Lip motion is the most widely used feature for speaker detection [Everingham et al. 2006; Hong et al. 2010 ]. However, the lip motion feature alone is not robust enough for speaker detection because the detection of a mouth region is often not accurate. We have observed that in TV and movies the positions and duration of the speakers are highly distinguishable from non-speakers. In addition to lip motion, we introduce a center contribution feature and length consistency feature for better speaker detection. We further consider the audio-visual synchrony feature to take into account the close relationship between audio and visual information to improve the robustness of our method. Based on these observation, in the presence of multiple speaker candidates, we detect the true speaker by examining the following four features: 1) lip motion, 2) center contribution, 3) length consistency and 4) audio-visual synchrony. The detailed procedures are explained next.
Lip Motion.
A speaker often has more significant lip motion than nonspeakers. Similar to Everingham et al. [2006] , we can detect the speaker from speaker candidates by detecting those faces with significant lip motion. For each face tracklet, we first use a facial landmark detector [Uricár et al. 2012 ] to detect mouth corners. The mouth region can then easily be predicted based on the mouth corners. The mean squared difference (MSD) of the pixel values in mouth region is then computed between the current and previous frames. We compute the average of MSDs as the lip motion feature as
where N is the length (i.e. # of frames) of the speaker tracklets, M i the mouth region of the speaker in the i-th frame.
Center Contribution.
It is observed that, in most TV and movies, a speaker is more likely than nonspeakers to be located towards the center of the screen. To leverage this observation, we introduce the center contribution (CC) feature as
where P i is the center of the speaker's face in i-th frame, and O and P c are the origin and center of the image plane, respectively. Here d(·, ·) is the distance function between two points in Euclidean space.
Length Consistency.
The accuracy of speaker detection can be further improved by considering the consistence between the length of a candidate face tracklet and the length of speaking time of a speaking subtitle segment. We call this length consistency. Similar to MSD and CC, the candidate face tracklet with a higher LC is more likely to be the true speaker. We compute the length consistency (LC) as follows
where L is the length of the candidate face tracklet, L words the number of the spoken words in the current subtitle segment, and L total words the total number of words in the input video, T the total speaking time in the input video, F video the frame rate of input video, and V speaking the average speaking speed in the input video (i.e., the number of words spoken in unit time).
Audio-Visual Synchrony.
Previous work [Driver 1996; Wallace et al. 2004 ] has demonstrated that audio cues and video cues can be combined to enhance the understanding of an environment. For example, sounds appear to correspond to motion synchronous with acoustic stimuli. Audio-visual (AV) synchrony has been used to resolve speaker localization [Monaci 2011 ] by computing the synchronization score of audio with the lower half of the faces, with audio-visual cooccurrence measured by the synchronization score AV of time slot = [T 1 , T 2 ] which is computed as
where y a , y v are the audio and visual feature vectors and ·, · indicates the scalar product between the vectors. Speaker detection that is solely based on lip motion [Hong et al. 2010 ] relies too much on the accuracy of the mouth region detection and therefore may fail for complex scenes. Our method includes center contribution and length consistency features, and we further improve speaker detection by examining audio-visual synchrony. Moreover, unlike Monaci [2011] , we use extended facial landmarks [Uricár et al. 2012] for better prediction of the motion region instead of using only the lower half of the face when examining audio-visual synchrony. This will help to filter out any motion disturbance in the background, especially when speakers or cameras are moving. Our method also compensates for the errors due to poor face detection and facial landmarks (see Figure 6 ).
For better accuracy and efficiency, we chain the four features mentioned before in a cascade in the following order: lip motion, center contribution, length consistency and audio-visual synchrony (see Figure 7) . The process can be seen as a degenerate decision tree [Viola and Jones 2004] . The design of this cascade structure is based on the observation that the majority of the candidate speakers are nonspeakers and only candidate speakers that satisfy the current constraint pass to the next level. We put lip motion first in the cascade because it can effectively reject most nonspeakers. Center Fig. 6 . Improving audio-visual synchrony through better motion region prediction. Left two: motion region (light pink area) used by Monaci [2011] . Right two: better motion region (light yellow area) prediction based on facial landmarks (red points) from our method. Screenshots with permission of the producer of movie The Man from Earth. Fig. 7 . Schematic depiction of our cascade speaker detection method. Only candidate speakers that pass the current test will go through to the next level.
contribution and length consistency are put second and third in the cascade as they can be evaluated very quickly. Audio-visual synchrony is placed last in the chain because this evaluation is more time-consuming. Experiments have also shown that a cascade in this order gives the best results. Detailed implementation is shown in Algorithm 1. 1 Figure 11 shows the performance improvement in speaker detection accuracy. 2 The left figure shows the effect of adding the center contribution, length consistency and audio-visual synchrony (with better motion prediction) besides lip motion, and the right figure shows our speaker detection accuracy compared with previous methods [Monaci 2011; Hong et al. 2010 ]. 3 Overall, our speaker detection method outperformed these two methods.
Subtitle Placement
Generally speaking, our goal is to place subtitles close to their corresponding speakers. There are several considerations in attaining this goal: (1) In each frame, the subtitle should be close enough to its speaker so not to cause any confusion that it is spoken by another person; (2) Across consecutive frames, the overall distance between all subtitle placements should be small to reduce eyestrain; (3) Subtitles should not be placed near screen boundaries so as not to detract the viewer from the central viewing area; (4) Subtitles should not occlude any important visual contents (e.g., faces). ALGORITHM 1: Speaker detection algorithm. Input : N face tracklets, each of which stands for a speaker candidate. Output: The speaker (tracklet) or no speaker.
Compute MSD feature for each face tracklet. Delete all tracklets whose MSD < θ 1 (assume remaining N 1 tracklets after this). if N 1 >= 2 then Delete all tracklets whose MSD * θ 2 < max MSD (assume remaining N 2 tracklets after this In this section, we will present an optimization framework (detailed in Algorithm 2) for subtitle placement. First, we will explain some preprocessing steps before performing subtitle placement. The following operations are needed to process the input video file and the subtitle file.
(1) Split a speaking video segment when the speaker moves significantly during a subtitle segment; (2) Split a subtitle segment if there is a major shot change in the corresponding video segment; (3) Split a subtitle segment when it corresponds to multiple speakers; and (4) Refine the display time of a subtitle from the provided timing information. 3.4.1. Computing Candidate Subtitle Positions. Any position close to the speaker may be a good subtitle position. In order to reduce the search space for better efficiency, we only consider the following eight candidate positions around the speaker's face: above left, above, above right, below left, below, below right, left and right, which are indicated by the yellow dots in Figure 8 ). Note that the exact locations of these eight candidate positions are computed based on the speaker's location and size of the speaker's face and the length and font size of the subtitle.
Subtitle Position Optimization.
Subtitle position optimization is the key step in Algorithm 2. We take into account layout information to obtain the best position to place the subtitle. Here, we assume that each subtitle will be assigned a fixed position.
Local optimization.
Locally, we require the subtitle to be close to the speaker and far away from nonspeakers. Let P denote the optimal subtitle position of the current subtitle segment, P S the speaker's position, and P NS k (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) the positions of the K nonspeakers in the scene. The energy function of P due to local optimization is defined as
Position consistency over time.
We require that the positions of consecutive subtitles do not change their positions too much across consecutive frames in order to alleviate eye-strain. To this end, we constrain subtitles of subsequent speaking video segments to follow the positions of the preceding subtitles. Let P pre opt denote the optimaized position of the preceding subtitle. Then the energy function due to this consideration is defined as
3.4.2.3. Layout with respect to screen boundary. Subtitles should not be placed at the screen boundaries in order to allow the viewer to focus more on the central viewing part of the screen. This preference is reflected in following energy function:
Now, combining these three energy terms, we defined the following total energy function. We use w 1 = 1.0, w 2 = 1.0, w 3 = −1.0 for all our experiments. We minimize this function to compute the optimized position of the current subtitle.
Some Further Considerations
3.5.1. Advanced Video Segment Splitting. When the speaker moves around during a subtitle segment, we would still like to have the subtitle tagged to the speaker. However, rather than letting the subtitle float with the speaker, we split both the subtitle segment and its corresponding speaking video segment into shorter segments. Such subtitle segments are first identified, based on the speaker tracklet, and are split into shorter subtitle segments. Then the positions of these shorter subtitle segments are determined using the same procedure (Algorithm 2) as for the normal subtitles, so that the viewer can better follow the moving speaker together with the subtitles. Note that, the position of each short subtitle is fixed for each small video segment. One example is shown in Figure 10(a) .
Shot Change Handling.
A significant shot change in TV/movies may make a speaker appear or disappear. In this case, subtitle positions need to change accordingly. For example, it should be placed at a default position (such as the bottom of the screen) if the speaker disappears after a shot change. We propose a simple shot change detector for video segments solely based on color histogram (see Algorithm 3 5 ) instead of using shot change detectors based on complex models [Sethi and Patel 1995; Faernando et al. 2001; Dimou et al. 2005 ]. Our shot change detector proves to be accurate enough even for some very challenging TV series such as "Friends" and "The.Big.Bang.Theory", as shown in Table I . Some results of detected shot changes are shown in Figure 9 . Based on the shot change detection, video segments are further split into shorter video segments, each of which has no big significant shot changes and the subtitle position in it can be kept relatively constant. After splitting, the video segment containing the scene that has the longest time overlap with the speaking video subtitle will be assigned the subtitle. The subtitle for all the other video segments will be set at a default position (e.g., the bottom of the screen). Some sample outputs are shown in Figure 10(b) .
3.5.3. Splitting Multiple Speakers. There are often two or more speakers in a single subtitle segment, such as in the second example in Figure 4 , where different speakers are denoted by a '-' in these segments. In this case, we split such a subtitle segment into different parts corresponding to different speakers, using the separating character '-'. Accurate active speaking time for each speaker is determined based on all the face tracklets of the whole segment. Then, within each small time range, Algorithm 1 is used to find the specific speaker. One example is shown in Figure 10(c) .
3.5.4. Refining the Speaking Time. The time information in the subtitle file is usually not the actual speaking time but only provides an approximate interval to show the subtitle on screen. The time interval is manually specified and is normally longer than the actual speaking time, with extra time padded at the beginning and the end. We refine the speaking time based on the span of the speaker tracklet, which is more reliable and coherent with the video content. Some examples are shown in Figures 10(a) , (b), and (c).
EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We tested our system on a variety of videos including those in which people speak very fast and move quickly. The videos were from the following TV series and movies: Friends, The Big Bang Theory, Kramer vs. Kramer, Erin Brockovich, Up in the Air, The Man from Earth, Scent of a Woman, and Lions for Lambs. All these video clips can be accessed at the website 6 . Some sample outputs (TV/movie screenshots) are shown in Figure 10 .
Speaker Detection Accuracy
We have introduced four new features for speaker detection. Their contributions to improving detection accuracy are shown in Figure 11 . The center contribution improved the speaker detection accuracy by 0.5%-2.5%, length consistency improved accuracy by 1.5%-4%, and audio-video synchrony with better motion prediction improved accuracy by 3.5%-6.5%. Taken together, our speaker detection method outperformed Monaci [2011] by 8. 5%-20.5% and Hong et al. [2010] by 7.5%-17%.
Subtitle Placement
In the previous method [Hong et al. 2010] , subtitles are positioned in the least salient region around the speaker based solely on a saliency map. This performs well only with a relatively simple background. For videos with a complex background such as 32:12 Y. Hu et al. Fig. 10 . Sample results of our system. In a) b) c), black/white bars are the active time (active in black, non-active in white). Screenshots of the first row with permission from YouTube video v=v0y1rZXthmI; the second row and the biggest one in the fourth row with permission from YouTube video v=7R4xhwy-1oI; the third row of with permission from YouTube video v=CXP6KU4urgE and the last two rows (except the biggest one in the fourth row) with permission from movie "The Man From Earth". the example shown in Figure 12 , the subtitles generated that way may block some faces. In contrast, our subtitle placement procedure is more robust for complex backgrounds. The local energy term in Equation (5) tends to position the subtitle close to the speaker and at the same time far away from nonspeakers, thus lessening confusion and reducing eyestrain. Furthermore, our subtitle placement algorithm is consistent across frames thanks to the global energy term in Equation (6). Fig. 11 . Performance comparison in terms of speaker detection accuracy. Left: performance improvement of different features. Right: performance improvement compared with the previous method. Video indexes 1 to 8 refer to the TV clips from "Friends.S10E15" and "The.Big.Bang.Theory.S05E16", and the movie clips from "Kramer.vs.Kramer", "Erin.Brockovich", "Up.In.The.Air", "The.Man.From.Earth", "Scent.of.a.Woman" and "Lions.for.Lambs" respectively. Ground truth speakers are manually labeled in our experiments. Hong et al. [2010] ; Right: subtitle placement by our method (yellow shadowed rectangle) vs. that by Hong et al. [2010] (green shadowed rectangle) for the speaker (yellow rectangle), red rectangles are nonspeakers. The subtitle placement by the method of Hong et al. [2010] mistakes the nonspeaker #4 to be speaking and blocks nonspeaker #3, thus confusing the viewer. Screenshots with permission from YouTube video v=tpBtdKRDVbI.
User Study
To evaluate our system, we conducted a comprehensive usability study 7 to compare it with conventional fixed position subtitles and a previous dynamic subtitling method.
Video Clips Selection.
For the usability study, we selected 11 video clips from the above eight TV/movie videos. Specifically, two clips were selected from the movies Erin Brockovich, Up in the Air, and The Man from Earth and one clip from each of the other five videos. Video clips were selected from video segments containing several speakers with significant switching of dialog. The average length of the 11 video clips is 2.3 minutes.
For a fair comparison, the video clips were chosen such that the speaker detection accuracy of them is consistent with that of the entire TV/movie videos from which they were selected (±1.84% in our user study). The consistency here is only considered for the video clips selected for our results (Dynamic III) instead of to all versions (Static, Dynamic I and Dynamic II) which was probably not possible. Video clips of other versions were selected accordingly.
Video Group Setup.
For each of the 11 video clips, we produced a group of four different versions, namely Static, Dynamic I, Dynamic II and Dynamic III. Details of the version for each video group are shown in Table II .
Note that volume demonstration and subtitle highlighting are included in the method of Hong et al. [2010] because their method was mainly developed for people with hearing impairment. However, their usability study showed that the effects of volume demonstration and subtitle highlighting were minor for people with hearing impairments. Therefore, these cues were not used in the Dynamic I version because it may be a distraction for the users in our study group. Users were asked to score (on a scale of 1 to 10) each of the four versions for overall viewing experience and for eyestrain level. The scores are uniformly defined with a higher score corresponding to a better overall viewing experience or a less eyestrain level.
Audio and Subtitle Language Setup.
Based on the assumption that subtitles help the viewer understand the videos better, we chose specific videos with such audio so that subtitling would be useful rather than redundant. We chose clips with audio in French, Spanish and Hindi depending on the participant's language background. Subtitles, where possible, were in the native language of the reviewer, that is, Chinese for native Chinese speakers and English for native English speakers (or others). 4.3.4. Results. Each user was asked to view at least one video group of the four versions in entirety. In total, there were 219 participants in our usability study, amounting to about 20 for each video group. The users were of various ages and genders, from many different countries, and had different language and educational backgrounds ( Figure 13) .
The results of the user study are shown in Figure 14 . We can see that all our results outperformed the Dynamic I version [Hong et al. 2010] in terms of the overall viewing experience and degree of eyestrain level. In terms of overall viewing experience, the results showed that the Dynamic I version [Hong et al. 2010 ] was worse or equal to the experience of Static version in 4 of the 11 groups. In comparison, the results from the Dynamic III version (our method) outperformed the Static version in all groups. In terms of eyestrain, the method of Hong et al. [2010] was worse than or equal to the Static version in 2 of the 11 groups, whereas our method was better than the Static version in all but one group. Nevertheless, the results for that one group (video #9) were still better than the Dynamic I version [Hong et al. 2010] . The Dynamic II version outperformed Dynamic I version in all groups for overall viewing experience and in 10 of the 11 groups for eyestrain. Our results indicate that our speaker detection is more accurate than the method of Hong et al. [2010] . Moreover, our results outperformed the Dynamic II versions in terms of both overall viewing experience and eyestrain level, further validating our improved subtitle presentation method.
It should be noted that, in video #9 the level of eyestrain in all three dynamic subtitle versions were worse than in the Static version, although our method was the best. The corresponding scene in the clip showed seven people arguing with the camera shot changing rapidly, which probably caused viewers to follow the rapid switching of the subtitle position in the changing conversation.
Applications
Our method can be used in several applications. 4.4.1. As a Tool to Assist the TV/Movie Industry. The usability study has demonstrated that our system can assist the TV/movie industry as a speaker detection tool for subtitling to provide a better viewing experience. Although not 100% accurate (>90% accuracy), our speaker detection tool can still replace more than 90% of the manual work in generating the speaker-following subtitles for TV/movies.
Better Presentation of Multimedia in Noisy
Environments and for Users with Hearing Impairment. In noisy environments (e.g., subways and squares) or in a quiet public area, audio from the video may be hard to hear clearly or is muted. The viewer may then need speaker-following subtitles to know "who is speaking or what is being said" in order to better understand and enjoy the multimedia such as news, music videos, and television interviews.
As shown in the user study conducted by Hong et al. [2010] , videos with dynamic subtitles can help users with hearing impairment understand the video contents. There are more than 66 million people suffering from hearing impairment, who can potentially benefit from the technology presented here. 4.4.3. Automatic Speech Balloon Layout for 2D/3D Game Avatars. Previous methods [Park et al. 2008a [Park et al. , 2008b ] simply put speech balloons above game avatars' heads. Our system can be used for automatic word balloon positioning for avatars in 2D/3D games to provide better presentation of speech for game avatars.
Limitations
Our system cannot always correctly handle scenes where there are no speakers such as subtitles from a gramophone or a telephone message. If the speaker detection algorithm does not detect a speaker, then our system can still correctly put the subtitle into the default bottom screen position. However, if people in the scene move in such a way that confuses the speaker detection algorithm, our system may assign the subtitle to a wrong speaker, causing misunderstanding.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To enhance video viewing experience, we have developed an automatic system to place video subtitles next to their corresponding speaker. The proposed system detects speakers and then computes optimal positions to place the subtitles. Improving the performance of both the speaker detection step and subtitle placement step enables a better presentation of video subtitles in TV and movies. A comprehensive usability study with 219 users validated the effectiveness of our system. We have also suggested several possible applications of our system.
Although our system consistently outperforms both static subtitling and a previous dynamic method, there is still room for improvement to increase user satisfaction in terms of overall viewing experience and eyestrain level. In this regard, we will further improve speaker detection accuracy especially in more challenging situations (e.g., the TV series ER, in which surgeons and nurses wear face masks and move around all the time). We also aim to extend our system to cope with sound-to-text libraries in online applications such as teleconferencing and real-time video streaming where no subtitle information is available.
